
Dancing on a Stamp: Startling Revelations from the Other Side By Garnet Schulhauser Dancing on
a stampgate Since then he has published five books in the spiritual/metaphysical genre: Dancing on
a Stamp Dancing Forever with Spirit Dance of Heavenly Bliss Dance of Eternal Rapture and Dancing
with Angels in Heaven which recount his dialogue and astral travels with his spirit guide Albert who
confronted him on the street one day disguised as a homeless man. Dance stamp on the ground
His books answer the eternal questions of life as he reveals the truth about our existence as eternal
souls the cycle of reincarnation and the role of karma the splendor of the afterlife that awaits us all
and the diversity of life in our v Garnet Schulhauser is a lawyer who practiced corporate law for over
thirty years with two blue chip law firms in Calgary until he retired in 2008. Nonfiction Dancing
on a stamp Since then he has published five books in the spiritual/metaphysical genre: Dancing on
a Stamp Dancing Forever with Spirit Dance of Heavenly Bliss Dance of Eternal Rapture and Dancing
with Angels in Heaven which recount his dialogue and astral travels with his spirit guide Albert who
confronted him on the street one day disguised as a homeless man. Paranormal Dancing on a
stamped concrete His books answer the eternal questions of life as he reveals the truth about our
existence as eternal souls the cycle of reincarnation and the role of karma the splendor of the
afterlife that awaits us all and the diversity of life in our vast universe. How stamps in a book
Since the release of his first book Garnet has been active with book signing tours and conference
presentations and has been interviewed on over one hundred seventy radio talk shows broadcast
from studios around the world. Stamps in a book of stamps Paperback This book is a winner and
I'm very happy I bought it! In the book a corporate lawyer (Garnet Schulhauser) is going about the
everyday hustle and bustle of life trying to get things done when he encounters a persistent yet
intriguing homeless man. Dancing on a Stamp epub download From this point forward Garnet
and Albert have an ongoing conversation spanning God Religion life on the Other Side and the
things that are truly important in Life to enrich one's Life and happiness. Books on stamps and
stamp collecting Since the book is written largely in dialogue I found myself flying through the
pages easily following the clear (and sometimes humorous) examples that Albert provided to clarify
his points. Dancing on stampante The spirit guide (Albert is his name) revealed information that is
antithetical to everything that Christian holy men have preached for thousands of years and provides
refreshing new insights into the journey of the soul.
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Garnet Schulhauser is a lawyer who practiced corporate law for over thirty years with two blue chip
law firms in Calgary until he retired in 2008. EBook Dancing on a stamped concrete In addition
Garnet is a Level 2 Quantum Healing Hypnosis Technique (QHHT) Practitioner a modality that
guides clients to experience past lives and connect with their Higher Selves, Books on stamps and
stamp collecting {site_link}

Basis for spiritually Paperback I enjoyed this book immensely and it answered so many questions
about life and death for me, How stamps in a book The part that I enjoyed the most was how the
author's spirit guide explained the foundations of religious beliefs that many of us grew up with,



Book on stamp collecting A totally fascinating worthwhile read! Paperback Excellent book ! I
highly enjoyed it: Dancing on a Stamp paranormal park Paperback I won this book through th
Goodread Giveaways and I've enjoyed the book. Dancing on a Stamp paranormal park Well
written! I look foreword to reading more by this author: Dancing on a stamp book As Garnet tries
to politely dismiss this derelict the homeless man mentions something personal and intimate about
Garnet's life that any ordinary stranger shouldn't know: How is a book of stamps Curious but also
skeptical Garnet begins a conversation with the man and soon learns that Albert (the homeless man)
is actually Garnet's spirit guide: Stamps in a book of stamps Albert is on a mission from the Spirit
World to awaken Garnet from his obsession with work to the more important aspects of life such as
love and appreciation, Stamp for kids book Paperback Garnet Schulhauser a retired corporate
lawyer had an experience that changed his life: Dancing on a stamp book His Spirit Guide
appeared in the guise of a homeless man and revealed answers to the big questions, Stamp for kids
book This book describes that experience and reveals universal wisdom that will both delight and
amaze New Thought readers. Stamps in a book of stamps Some topics covered: Life Plans and
Free WillOvercoming EvilSex TaboosKarmaThe Illusion of TimeThe Law of Attraction Dancing on a
Stamp: Startling Revelations from the Other Side.

. I found the answers very sensible and believable. I'm eagerly awaiting Mr. Schulhauser's next
installment. Buy a copy today. you won't be disappointed


